Avoiding Europe’s Immigration Mistakes
Not many people realise the great threat to Western nations from Muslim immigration, encouraged by
Left wing governments anxious to destroy Western national identity, in order to create their ideal – a
Socialist one-world government. ( read our article ‘Satan’s Political Correctness.’)
This double threat to Australia has become very apparent in the light of suggestions that illegal
immigrants should shortly be freed to live and work here, one more push by our Left wing
government to dilute our national identity as a Christian Western nation – take a look at this film
which illustrates that threat: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6-3X5hIFXYU
It is the height of foolishness to reward illegal immigrants in this way, while at the same time making
legal immigrants jump through so many bureaucratic hoops that it literally takes years to complete the
process. In this way our foolish government is discouraging law abiding aspirants and encouraging the
criminally minded, who are happy to circumvent the law.
Worse still, they are likely to be Muslim, simply because the majority of illegal boat people are
Muslims, and anyone who has lived in Europe will tell you that of all immigrants, the Muslims are the
ones who do not integrate into society, for their evil religion places requirements upon them which
contradict the Biblical principles upon which our Western laws and civilisation are founded.
There is no way round this clash of religions – it’s just a fact that Islam is not a religion of peace, as
the daily news confirms, and the desire of all Muslims is to live under Sharia law, not the law of their
host nation.
For once, this danger has been made clear in an article by Greg Sheridan, the Foreign Editor in ‘The
Australian’ newspaper of Saturday 31st March, ‘We must avoid fatal folly that helped create Europe’s
‘leaderless jihad’.
The following quotes are taken that article:
“The young jihadist Mohammed Merah, 23, a Frenchman of Algerian background, has recently killed
three French soldiers, two of African heritage and one West Indian. This he did to avenge the actions
of French soldiers in Afghanistan.’
‘At this moment, he chases after an eight year old girl. When he catches her, he holds her by the hair
while he reloads the gun, then shoots her in the head. All this he has filmed.’
‘We know that he visited Afghanistan in 2010 and went to several other Middle Eastern nations.’
‘He told police he was trained by al-Qa’ida in Waziristan, a tribal redoubt for global jihadi terrorists.
He also claimed that al-Qa’ida gave him money.’
‘The Left, liberal interpretation of Merah is that while his actions were despicable he is really a
victim, marginalised in France by his background.’ However,
‘Le Figaro’,the newspaper, wrote ,“The terrorist wanted to show his hatred for France by targeting
the military and the school. He was supported by his family and probably also by a network. This

monster is the creation of a suburban counter-culture that is alienated from our country’s legal
basis.’
‘European security figures believe that “leaderless jihad” is a new and growing threat. Because
Western security forces have been so successful in hunting down, arresting or stopping al-Qa’ida
plotters, the global jihadi movement is adapting. It is emphasising rapid training for recruits from
Western societies and sending them back to act on their own, rather than in cells.’
‘….he made a rational commitment to the Islamist jihadist ideology.’
‘The failure of North Africans to integrate in Europe, similar to the situation of many Pakistanis in
Britain, cannot be blamed predominantly on the host society. Chinese, Indian and other
immigrants have been very successful. Rather what is clear is that there was a vast, unregulated
Muslim immigration into Europe, much of it under the guise of asylum-seeking, which has been
catastrophically unsuccessful.’
‘Immigration into Australia has been, in contrast, very successful, mainly because it has [until now]
been legal and orderly. Since Labour dismantled John Howard’s Pacific solution, 16,000 people have
arrived in Australia in unlawful boats, most of them Muslim, and from countries with strong traditions
of Islamic extremism. Some of the people charged with terrorism offences in Australia have come
here under the refugee and humanitarian program. The desire of the Australian public for this inflow
to stop is entirely rational and sensible, and not remotely racist. If each of those 16,000 people results
in three more coming eventually through family re-union, then that’s upwards of 65,000 people who
have not been chosen by our immigration program.’
‘The asylum-seeker phenomenon in Europe has been a dismal failure and has introduced a savage
new strain of anti-Semitism, anti-social behaviour, alienation and terrorism into that continent. The
problem is much smaller in Australia, but it is folly for us to repeat Europe’s historic mistake.’
All of this was prophesied to occur to Ephraim (from which Britain, Australia and Canada descend) in
the book of Hosea in the Bible, which is mainly about Ephraim at the end time:
Hosea 4:6, ‘My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast rejected knowledge, I
will also reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest to me [ example for]: seeing thou hast forgotten the
law of thy God, I will also forget thy children.’
Hosea 7:8-10, ‘Ephraim, he hath mixed himself among the people; Ephraim is a cake not turned. (half
baked!). Strangers have devoured his strength, and he knoweth it not: yea, gray hairs are here and
there upon him, yet he knoweth not. And the pride of Israel testifieth to his face: and they do not
return to the LORD their God, nor seek him for all this.’
Deuteronomy 28:43, ‘The stranger [foreign immigrant] that is within thee shall get up above thee
very high; and thou shalt come down very low. He shall lend to thee, and thou shalt not lend to him:
he shall be the head, and thou shalt be the tail.’
This we see for now but the time is coming when Ephraim and all Israel will achieve real peace.
Ezekiel 28:26, ‘And they shall dwell safely therein, and shall build houses, and plant vineyards; yea,
they shall dwell with confidence, when I have executed judgments upon all those that despise them
round about them; and they shall know that I am the LORD their God.’

